
The Silent Jazz Ensemble (EN)
Helmut Engel-Musehold (D): bass flute, flute, tenor saxophone, alto saxophone, 
soprano saxophone
Roberto Badoglio (IT): 5-string electric bass guitar
Raymond Kaczynski (USA): drums, percussion, ITstruments

The  Silent  Jazz  Ensemble  under  the  direction  of  Helmut  Engel-Musehold  was
considered  one  of  the  most  successful  German  jazz  bands  and  achieved
international  renown  for  more  than  a  decade.  Three  albums  were  released
between 1989 and 1996, which all  became best-sellers. Almost 40,000 copies
were sold only in Germany. Tours in Germany and Europe followed as well  as
numerous performances on radio and TV. 

After almost 15 years Helmut Engel-Musehold decided to initiate a revival of the
successful  band as a  trio.  He  has found two congenial  partners  in  the  Italian
bassist Roberto Badoglio and the US American drummer Ray Kaczynski, who pick
up seamlessly on the tradition of the former  "Silent Jazz Ensemble". Thanks to
their interaction, they make a lot more of the trio than a rhythm group with one
soloist. End of 2014 the Silent Jazz Ensemble was making the comeback with the
album "Nightwalker" (Doublemoon Records, DMCHR 71145). 

The  music  of  this  unusual  trio  is  characterized  by  immense  tension,  an
unbelievably wealth of variety and fun playing. It unites romantic with modern as
well as chamber music with impressionism, and is traditional, rhythmic and jazzy.
The three virtuoso musicians create varied and expressive images, moods and
feelings and create a fantastic  ambiance.  Song-like melodies  are created from
sound paintings, and composed material goes over into improvised sections.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiinstrumentalist  and  composer  Helmut  Engel-Musehold,  born  in
Heidenheim/southern Germany,  is  one of  the  most  well  known musicians and
composers in Berlin. He has played alongside of international greats such as Trilok
Gurtu,  David  Friedman and Markus Stockhausen.  He composes music  for  film,
television  and  theater,  was  an  instructor  at  Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg  Music
College  for  more  than  20  years,  gives  private  lessons  now  and  heads  music
workshops throughout Europe.
www.engel-musehold.de
 

Roberto Badoglio, born in Triest, Italy, is a former student of the bass pioneers
Matthew Garrison and Dominique Di Piazza. He studied in Berklee, USA, and is
considered of the most pioneering and innovative bassists of modern jazz on his
five-string e-bass guitar.  He has performed with renowned musicians such as
Marcus Miller,  Joanne Brackeen and George Zonce in the whole world and has
collaborated closely with Helmut Engel-Musehold since 2009. 
www.robertobadoglio.com

Ray  Kaczynski  already  played  at  the  end  of  the  90s  with  the  ensemble  and
enriches it with his sound composition, which he employs not only for his drum
set, but also using self-created sound sculptures ("ITstruments"). The drummer
born  in  Detroit,  USA,  studied  composition  and  drumming at  Central  Michigan
University and the University of Wisconsin. He has worked with musicians such as
Randy Brecker, David Murray, Don Byron and Ernie Watts and has composed music
for theater, radio plays and orchestra.
www.xray-k.com

  Contact:

 Helmut Engel
 Türkenstr. 26
 13349 Berlin

 T: +49 30 396 18 27
 M: +40 179 243 72 52

 More information:

 Soundcloud   (audio tracks)
 YouTube (videos)
 Facebook
 Gigmit Profile
 Wikipedia

 Current albums:

 Nightwalker (2014)
 Doublemoon Records (DMCHR 71145)

  

   Retrospective Images (2014)
   Biber Records (76851)

http://www.engel-musehold.de/
https://www.gigmit.com/silent-jazz-ensemble
https://www.facebook.com/silentjazzensemble
https://soundcloud.com/the-silent-jazz-ensemble
http://www.vollton.com/de/music/biber-records/the-silent-jazz-ensemble/retrospective-images-(cd).html
http://www.doublemoon.de/cddetails/dmchr71145.shtml
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silent_Jazz_Ensemble
https://www.youtube.com/user/Musikus2010
http://www.xray-k.com/
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